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I remember well the energy crises of 1973 and 1979. I rememb^ the gas lines, soaring e t m ^ 
prices (including electricity), and the national outrage at being held hostage by foreign sources of 
energy. As a nation, we promised ourselves, "^ever again!" We det^mined to take measures to 
prevent energy crises from h^pening in the future. 

The size and cost of the electric generating infrastructure is as much a fiinction of the peak 
demand as the average demand. I am reminded of the tremendous cost of meeting peak demmids 
every time I drive by the jet engine-powered electricity generators next to 1-75 south of Dayton, 
and those behind the now closed Ohio Edison electric plant at the west end of Springfield. Fm 
pretty sure these gen^ators are idle most of the tune. I can only guess these two installations 
represent a total investment in the hundreds of millions of dollars. Much of this investment 
probably could have been avoided if peak demands were controlled better. 

In response to the energy crises of the 1970s, Ohio Edison and other electric utilhies instituted 
residential time of day rates, as part of a means to reduce peak demand for electricity. 
Technology had provided us "smart" electric load meters and peak demand controllers, which 
could allow us to monhor and control peak usage of electricity. 

In 1982, my &mily installed a demand controller in our all-electric house as a means to reduce 
electricity usage during peak times, and lower the cost of our electric bill. Ohio Edison installed 
a "smart*' electric meter and we went under the residential time of day rate. We built a new 
house in 1995, chose to go all-electric, and installed a demand controller in that house. 
Installation of the first d^nand controller cost us $1000, and the second one cost us $1700. We 
took advantage of the residential time of day rate for 27 years, from I9S2 to 2009. 

In exchange for the residential time of day rate and the savings it provided, we accepted 
significant restrictions on our lifestyle. We came home in the wint^ to a cold house. Our house 
was similarly warm in the summer in the afternoon. We could not use major appliances during 
the peak periods (S a.m. to 9 p.m. on weekdays). We occasionally had to run around the house to 
cut off lights and other electrichy-consuming devices. 
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We were notified in mid-2006 the residential time of day rate was planned to be phased out. 
When I complained, I was notified by the PUCO in January 2007 that: 

"Ohio Edison*s planned elimination of Optional Time of Day Rate is tK>t for 
current customers like you. As long as you continue to use qualifying equipment, 
this rate will be avmlable. 

According to Ohio Edison, as long as you live at your current residence and 
continue to use all electric, the rate will remain. However, if you move and the 
new owner takes over the account, the new customer will be charged a diflferent 
rate." 

That promise by the PUCO and Ohio Edison was broken in the summer of 2009 with elimination 
of the residential time of day rate 

We still have a "smart" meter, but it serves no additional purpose beyond an ordinary "dumb" 
meter, with the elimination of the time of day rate. Our demand controll^ is still turned on, but 
we have raised the peak load setting to a level where the demand controller no longer r^ulates 
peak demands. There is no incentive on our part to control peak demands. All that is needed for 
us to resume ena*gy conservation is restoration of the residential time of day rate. 

I can understand FhstEnergy / Ohio Edison calling the residential time of day rate a discmmt 
rate. All they understand is maximizing the generation and sale of electricity, and maximizing 
revenue. Energy conservation is not in then* business model However, the residential time of 
day rate is NOT a discount rate. It is an energy conserving rate. The itAeni is to reduce 
electrichy usage during periods of peak demand. Ohio Edison did have other rates in the past 
that offered actual discounts as an inducement to use MORE electricity. 

In terms of energy consolation, we are back at eariy 1973. We have abandoned energy 
conservation measures and technologies that are mature and proven. We have gone from 
"smart" to "dumb." We appear to be mcapableofleaming from history. There will be energy 
crises in the friture. 

When President Obatna entered office he spoke of "smart metws" wid "smwt dectric grids." I 
was h<^fiil that finally we had a political leader who understood electricity issues, and practical 
ways to address them. Action by the PUCO soon afterwards to allow elimination of the time of 
day rate was 180 degrees out of alignment vrith where we need to be going. 

I call on the PUCO to restore the residential time of day rate. 

Sinc^ely, 

*-:? 

Alfred B. Thomas 


